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1. Executive Summary
Nature Connection is an eight-week program, designed and delivered by Educated by
Nature, to engage students and teachers from local primary schools in outdoor learning
experiences within their local communities.
The goal of the program is to engage primary school students and their teachers in outdoor
learning experiences within their local communities.
Importantly, the program gave students, teachers and school communities who wouldn’t
normally access such programs an opportunity to learn in, about, and through nature. The
practical, hands-on, challenging, and fun activities engaged the children, enhanced their
appreciation for nature, improved their personal capabilities (including resilience, curiosity
and confidence), and connected them more deeply to their peers, their teachers, their local
communities, to nature and to themselves. We believe this is an opportunity that every
child deserves.
The four primary schools that took part in the program, were specifically selected due to
their low socioeconomic score of under 90.
•

Westfield Park Primary

Year 4 and 5 (mixed age class)

•

Grovelands Primary School

Year 4

•

Glencoe Primary School

Year 4 and 5 (mixed age class)

•

Ocean Road Primary School

Year 5

This study reports on the perceptions of around 100 students in Years 5-6 across four
primary schools in Western Australia, along with the perceptions of their teachers and
parents regarding the purpose and value of the Nature Connection program. By using pre
and post surveys, asking open-ended questions, and making field observations, the
researchers for this study have identified key areas that contribute to the success of the
program, and have identified areas that may warrant further consideration for the future.
When asked what the Nature Connection program was all about, students were able to
identify the purpose of the program was to teach them about the plants and animals in
nature. This included enjoying, respecting, and protecting nature. By digging deeper within
three broad areas, additional insights emerged. The three broad areas under investigation
included:
•

Student connection to self,

•

Student connection to nature, and

•

Student connection to community.

Within the first area, Student connection to self, the themes of engagement, agency,
attitude, aspirations, capabilities, and wellbeing were investigated.
Within the second area, Student connection to nature, the themes of comfort level in
nature, appreciation for nature, knowledge of nature, care for nature, and time in nature
were investigated.
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Within the third area, Student connection to community, the themes of connection to
school, connection to teachers, connection to peers, connection to parents/family, and
connection to community spaces were investigated.
Each of these themes is explored in this report. The report also explores teacher perceptions
regarding the influence of the Nature Connection program on their professional and
pedagogical practices. The report concludes with the identification of key factors for
success.
Top Ten Statistics
1. 89.4% of students enjoyed participating in Nature Connection
2. 93.1% of boys would like to learn like this more often
3. 100% of school leaders thought the project had a positive impact on student learning
and development
4. 30% increase in children spending 2-5 hours outdoors each week
5. 23.7% increase in students knowing their local bird and plant life
6. 10.5% increase in student resilience (not giving up when things get difficult)
7. 6.1% decrease in children being bored at school
8. 100% of teachers said the program enhanced their ability to teach outdoors
9. 100% of teachers said the program enhanced students’ collaboration and imagination
skills
10. 100% of parents would like their child to participate in projects like this again in future

In summary, the research team found
positive impact in each of the areas under
investigation. With regards to children,
evidence indicated:
•

improved Connection to Self;

•

deepened Connection to Nature;

•

enhanced Connection to
Community,

and with regards to teachers, evidence
indicated:
•

changed professional and
pedagogical practice.

This report captures the evidence of the
impact of the Nature Connection program
on children and teachers.
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2. Introduction
2.1. Nature Connection Project
Connection to nature, or the feeling of being part of nature, is important to not only the
physical and mental health of people of all ages but is also vital in developing a community
that lives with active principles of sustainability.
Feeling a part of nature and a love of nature, noticing small changes in the ecosystem,
developing curious minds, feeling empowered to assist in the protection and regeneration
of the environment, being aware of self and our belongings and actions are all important
aspects of environmental stewardship. This program aims to invite students into a natural
area to explore and build a sense of connection within nature.
The Nature Connection Excursion program is targeted at school students in low
Socioeconomic status (SES) areas. Four primary school classes attended a weekly 2-hour
session over eight consecutive weeks. The sessions were designed and delivered by
Educated by Nature, trained educators and Nature Connection Mentors and provided time
for the students (and their teachers) to experience learning outdoors.
By sponsoring public sector schools with limited resources, and families from lower SES
areas, creates a much needed opportunity for primary school children to experience these
programs which otherwise would not be within their reach.
The aims of the project were to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide more opportunities for young
people to learn within nature,
Develop a positive affinity for nature,
valuing all parts of the ecosystem,
Feel increasingly more comfortable within
nature and feel a sense of being part of
nature,
Develop acute awareness and
observation skills,
Foster curiosity and create excitement
around mysteries in nature,
Use questioning techniques and a desire
to know more to follow a mystery,
Use creative and critical thinking skills to
reflect on learning, and,
Develop core routines to support nature
connection after the program as a life skill
to support mental health.
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2.2. Evaluation Questions
Too often community education programs fail to evaluate the programs rigorously. At best
this can lead to endless cycles of re-inventing the wheel or missed opportunities to share
the impact of their work. At worst this may lead to continuously repeating old mistakes,
limiting possibilities to scale, inability to sustain the programs and ultimately reduced
benefit to communities.
Educated by Nature is committed to rigorous evaluation of the program and has
commissioned Sheridan Institute of Higher Education to conduct an independent evaluation
of the impact of the program. The evaluation team consisted of Dr Susan Conradie, Dean of
Education; Dr Natalie Leitão, Academic Principal and Mathilda Joubert, Director of
Excellence and Innovation at Sheridan.
The aim of the evaluation was to appraise the impact of the Nature Connection Series 2021
on school communities. The design of the impact study was tightly focused on gathering
evidence to address the following central evaluation questions:
1. How does participation in the Nature Connection series 2021 impact on student
connection to self, including engagement, agency, attitude, aspirations, capabilities
and wellbeing?
2. How does participation in the Nature Connection series 2021 impact on student
connection to nature, including comfort level in and knowledge of nature?
3. How does participation in the Nature Connection series 2021 impact on student
connection to community, including connection to school, teachers, peers, parents, and
community spaces?
4. How does the Nature Connection Series 2021 impact the professional and pedagogical
practices of teachers?

2.3. Evaluation Methodology
A combination of quantitative and qualitative measures was used to track the impact of the
program on participants. Data sources included student pre-and post-intervention attitude
and engagement surveys, interviews with a selection of teachers, students and school
leaders, workshop observations to track student engagement in learning and reflection
questionnaires administered to teachers, students, workshop facilitators, school leaders and
parents at the end of the program.
Questionnaires included qualitative and quantitative questions addressing all four
evaluation questions. This wide range of data sources ensured triangulation of findings,
thereby reducing internal biases, and increasing the robustness of the findings. Pre-and
post-program questionnaires enabled the measurement of change over time. A thematic
analysis was conducted of all data and the results were reported to Educated by Nature,
AGIG and the WA Parks Foundation.
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2.4. Ethical Considerations
This evaluation complied with the ethical protocols of Sheridan Institute of Higher
Education, designed to keep participants safe. All members of the research team hold
current Working with Children Cards as well as registration with the Teachers’ Registration
Board of Western Australia. The evaluation project also obtained ethics approval from the
Christian Research Association (HREC Application number 084).

2.5. Impact Evaluation Data Collection Plan
Evaluation data were collected before the start of the project (October 2021), during the
project (November 2021) and at the completion of the project (December 2021). This
allowed the research team to track changes in perceptions across the lifetime of the project.
Surveys were administered via a digital platform called SurveyMonkey, which ensured the
anonymity of participants. Paper copies of surveys were made available for participants
wishing to complete the surveys with pen and paper. The table below provides a summary
of the data collection plan.
Table 1: Data Collection Plan

October
Student pre-project
attitudes and engagement
survey
Sent: 13 October
Deadline: 18 October
Pre-project teacher survey
Sent: 13 October
Deadline: 18 October
Pre-project facilitator
survey
Sent: 13 October
Deadline: 18 October

2021 Data Collection Plan
November
Workshop observation to
track student engagement
in learning and conduct
contextual interviews
during a workshop session
with a sample of teachers,
parents, and students (one
visit to each project class)

December
Student post-project
attitudes and engagement
survey
Sent: 8 December
Deadline: 17 December
Post-project teacher survey
Sent: 8 December
Deadline: 17 December
Post-project facilitator
survey
Sent: 8 December
Deadline: 17 December
Post-project parent survey
Sent: 8 December
Deadline: 17 December
Post-project school
leadership reflective survey
Sent: 8 December
Deadline: 17 December

This report presents the major themes that emerge from the research. Each theme is
supported by quantitative and qualitative data collected from research participants.
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3. Evidence of impact
The research team found positive impact on
each of the areas we investigated (summarised
in figure 1). With regards to children, we found:
•

improved Connection to Self;

•

deepened Connection to Nature;

•

enhanced Connection to Community,

and with regards to teachers, we found:
•

changed professional and pedagogical
practice.

Table 1: Evidence of Impact
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Teachers, school leaders and facilitators all agree that the program had a positive impact on
students.
Table 2: Perception of positive impact of Nature Connection

Do you think the project had a positive impact on student learning or development (e.g.
knowledge, skills, capabilities, attitudes, behaviour, effort and/or engagement)?
Teachers
75%
School Leaders
100%
Facilitators
100%
This positive impact was identified across all three areas investigated: connection to self,
connection to nature and connection to community.
Table 3: Perception of increased level of connection

Do you think the students increased their level of connection in each of the three areas
listed below?

Teachers
Parents
School Leaders
Facilitators

Connection to
self
75%
100%
100%
100%

Connection to
nature
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Connection to
community
100%
85.71%
100%
100%

Teachers identified improvements in their students in all three areas when comparing
ratings from before the project to after the project.

Teacher Views of Student Connectedness (average out of 5)
4.5

4.0

3.8

4

3.5

3.5
3
2.5

2.4

2.2

2.0

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Connection to self

Connection to nature
Before

Connection to community

After

Figure 1: Teacher views of student connectedness

This report presents the major themes within each of the areas of the evaluation. Each
theme is supported by quantitative and qualitative data collected from research
participants.

4. Student connection to SELF
The Nature Connection program improved the students’ connection to self by developing
engagement, agency, attitude, aspirations, capabilities, and wellbeing (Table 4). The impact
of the program on each of these aspects of connection to self, will be discussed in this
section.
Table 4: Perception of improved Connection to Self

Did student Connection to Self improve (including engagement, agency, attitude,
aspirations, capabilities and wellbeing)?
Teachers
Parents
School Leaders
Facilitators
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75%
100%
100%
100%

4.1. Engagement
As students progressed through the Nature
Connection Series, they showed increased
engagement as observed in greater enjoyment of
activities, improved behaviour, increased focus,
and deeper learning.

4.1.1. Enjoyment

The students enjoyed being involved in the Nature Connection Series 2021. This was clear
from the survey data, interviews, and observations. All teachers, parents, school leaders and
facilitators indicated that the students enjoyed participating in the Nature Connection
project (Table 5).
Table 5: Student enjoyment of Nature Connection Series 2021 participation

Did the students enjoy participating in the Nature Connection project?
Teachers
Parents
School Leaders
Facilitators

100%
100%
100%
100%
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In the post-survey, most of the students (96.8% of the boys and 84.9% of the girls) said that
they enjoyed participation (Figure 2).

Did you enjoy participating in the Nature
Connection Series 2021 project?
75.0
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100.0
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Figure 2: Enjoyment of Nature Connection Series 2021participation

The following word cloud was developed from answers to the survey question “Did you
enjoy participating in the Nature Connection Series 2021 project? Why/Why not?”
NB: The size of the font in the word cloud correlates to the frequency with which the words
were used in the responses given.

Did you enjoy participating in the Nature Connection Series
2021 project? Why/Why not?

know enjoyed seeing going birds don’t loved
Fay

play lots games fun

really
enjoyed

nature really

learn things games yes much
work

spend time
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When asked “How would you describe Nature Connection lessons?”, 45.33% respondents
said “fun”, and 11.67% respondents said “learn”.

How would you describe Nature Connection lessons?

Really relaxing good teach learn games

fun time cool plants nature
nice

HOT

All parties involved in the Nature Connection Series 2021 enjoyed taking part in the Nature
Connection project.
Enjoyment was evidenced by the following researcher observations:
•
•
•

Students have ‘bright eyes’.
Groups sort themselves out; students are organised and peaceful.
Students enjoyed the opportunity to play outside and with the adults.

This enjoyment was also evidenced in the interviews during when the research team visited
the different Nature Connection settings.
Enjoyment evidenced by students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I enjoyed outdoor nature because seeing how birds and animals live makes you feel
like nature is your home and seeing plants grow and the wonderful breeze.
I really enjoyed it because seeing how nature work and helping nature was
AMAZING!!
I like going to the Nature Connection lessons because we learn plants and animals
but I kind of don’t like it because too much ants and too much mosquitos I rate the
Nature Connection 2021 a 7/10.
I really liked it because I get to spend time with nature and some kids should spend
some time off devices.
it was fun that we got to learn about the bush outside our school I learnt so many
new things.
I loved going to the nature reserve because even know it was work it was still fun.
I did like participating in the education by nature program but I also didn’t like it.
Cause of the snake and ticks but I know you can’t change that cause that’s apart [sic]
of nature so overall I did like participating in the education by nature.
It's good. We get to see all of like this stuff out here. I can just sit here and it makes
me feel calm. I'm just like sitting here with the breeze on me.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like that you can explore and I like finding interesting stuff. I like the infinity
chasing.
Yeah. I think it's really fun ... we get to play games all day. We don't have to do any
work at school and we get to do heaps of activities.
You're outside in the fresh air with all the birds and animals ... I love being out with
nature.
It is really enjoying. We play games and we make stuff. We get to do more active
things out here. It is a lot more fun than other learning. We are learning more out
here. I am enjoying the outdoors. Hands-on learning helps our brains.
We learn different things out here. We learn about nature and birds. It is still
learning, but way funner [sic]. It doesn't feel like work.
It is really exciting when you come out here. We have found a lot of stuff. It is really
fun. When you come out here, we don't have to do any work. We learn, but we don't
have to write, and we don't get tested on it. It is fun, but I want to go further within
the boundaries sometimes or come here by myself.
This one [lesson] is teached [sic] different for [school] one and you learn about
different things. You learn through games and in class we learn through work. So, it
just feels a lot more better out here, feels like a lot fresher air.
It's a lot funner [sic] coz you get to run through the bush. And find stuff. In class you
have to do work. Well, this is kind of like doing work, but better. It's like it makes you
do work but it's more fun.
Nature Connection is like “A bit of a play”
“Yes! Enjoy it very much!”
A girl at School A indicated that she enjoyed the project very much, and the aspect
she liked most, was “picking up the rubbish. I want to make environment better. I
hear the bush had improved a lot because we picked up the rubbish”.
At School B a student indicated that playing games was the main reason for enjoying
the Nature Connection program, followed by watching bird nests. “Yes I like it.” And
“Pretty cool.”
How is it different to normal lessons? (How?) “This is ‘enjoyable’. I learn more than
in the class”.
The students were very involved with the games they played and it was difficult to
have a meaningful conversation with many of them.
“Like it! It is fun.” I like ‘finding plants”.
I like playing the games. Coming out here and not do work. Games and sit spots. Play
with your friends.
I like the sit spots: Why? I just love it. Shady, cool. Nice, on my own or with my
friends. We draw, write in journals, listen for the quiet sounds, or talk to our friends.
I like being here, more than in the school. Peaceful near the beach, quiet and
relaxing.
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Enjoyment evidenced by teachers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, all students looked forward to the weekly excursions. They wrote and talked
about it fondly. They loved journaling.
One teacher described a personal highlight as seeing the enjoyment by the students:
“The joy the kids had when they got to walk through some water to reach an island
that wasn’t accessible earlier on in the program.”
Another teacher’s highlight was: “watching the students climb trees, run through the
bush, build cubbies and then enjoy writing about their experiences.”
All students were engaged and enthusiastic to participate
It is amazing! If I ever get the change, I will do this programme again.
I have absolutely loved it.
It is worthwhile. There is a lot of value in it.
Positives of program: Accommodations made for individual student differences Build the confidence of the kids – Teamwork
The students really enjoy the learning that takes place during the sessions. The
instructor models respectful communication (instruction) skills, healthy eating habits
and family relationships.

Enjoyment evidenced by school leaders:
•

The excitement on the children's faces as they left the school each week and their
eagerness to share what they experienced and learnt each week. School Leader

Enjoyment evidenced by parents:
•

He really enjoyed it.

Enjoyment evidenced by facilitators:
•

The students really enjoyed their
time at the project. I think the main
reason was that it was different
than what they normally do at
school, and it gave them a break.
There was time with their friends,
and some unstructured time in the
outdoors. They also enjoyed the
games that we played.

Enjoyment evidenced by volunteers:
•
•
•

I think it's amazing. I really do. I think it should be done more. I've learned such a lot.
And to see the kids like this, is just great. Really good!
The children really enjoy playing in the bush. They do, they really do.
I think it's the great thing. I really do. I think it's been amazing. Yep. And so well
planned and thought out by whoever does it.
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4.1.2. Behaviour

Student behaviour improved as the Nature Connection Series 2021 ran.
Improved behaviour evidenced by teachers:
•
•

•

The behaviour is definitely better out here.
But I have a student who is a high needs behaviour management student, and he
was a massive concern. Again, with a lot of violence tendency and even in this space,
just that freedom to not be surrounded by other kids and he could find a way to
interact with everything.
In the first three weeks, we saw very challenging behaviour. I felt something had to
change. Then [the facilitator] adapted the program to make it more action oriented.
That made a big difference. The students have shown more motivation for the
program. When they just have to sit still and draw, we lose them. These children are
very challenging … to manage. They are fine whilst they're occupied. The students
with high behaviour needs are better out here in nature now that it is more active.
They are motivated to go out into nature.

Improved behaviour evidenced by facilitator
•

•

Out here behaviour challenges are diffused. It is amplified within the classroom
walls. Behaviours - I think it made a very big difference for the students who were
able to be there for all of the sessions. The biggest difference was that every week
more and more students were sitting in a circle calmer.
He [the teacher] noted on the last session that he had never seen his students so
quiet and settled before.

Improved behaviour evidenced by students:
•

Everyone's behaviour is better out here because we are having more fun.

Improved behaviour evidenced by parent volunteer:
•

It is really good. I've noticed a difference in the kids. They are understanding nature
a lot more and their behaviour has changed. They are taking more care now.
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4.1.3. Focus

During the Nature Connection sessions, the students were more focused and intentional. As
one of the researchers described:
During together-time the students observe what they are noticing in nature.
They are noticing lots of fine details, for example insect eggs on a blade of grass.
They are watching, noticing, listening, being quiet, being in the moment, valuing
stillness, valuing being in nature.
Focus as evidenced by students:
•
•
•
•

We have become more focused here and we have more fun.
We go where we like to sit and be quiet and enjoy the nature, watching the birds
and all.
We go around and we walk a lot. We get to see some animals. We get to hear. We
get to draw. We get to play new games every day and it's very exploring.
People in my class are more focused and calm in class since we have started our
outdoor learning project.

Focus evidenced by teachers:
•
•
•

About Aboriginal Students: Important for Aboriginal students: they feel it is ‘their
place’. Some of them have ‘no success in the classroom, but that change when you
see them here.’
In the beginning the students struggled to sit quietly and draw, but it had improved
and is now part of the routine. The students can sit still and look around.
A few children definitely developed the ability to be more self-aware and slow down
to be present in the moment and with their surroundings. A few students who found
it hard to take part in sit spots and slow their bodies and minds down were definitely
more able by the end of the program.
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Focus evidenced by facilitator:
•
•

At the beginning of the series there were a number of children that were disengaged
from the learning and would wander off during the session. Within a few sessions
they were not only attentive and engaged but helping others to complete tasks.
The teacher says for the rest of the day they are much more focused. She says it will
take [student name] a whole day to write two words, but since coming here she has
seen great things from him.

Focus evidenced by educational assistant
•

•

One student is quite interested in things like ants and found a dead bird. He doesn't
do anything normally in class. He probably gets the most out of this. He is always the
first one to do things out here. In class, he doesn't want to do anything. He doesn't
have a great educational background. But out here he is really engaged. He wants to
do everything.
Students focus better outside than in classroom

Focus evidenced by parent volunteer:
•

I've noticed a difference in the kids. I have noticed they are focusing more on details
now. The details they take in now are amazing.

4.1.4. Deeper learning

There is evidence of transfer of learning between the
formal indoor and informal outdoor learning spaces. For
example, one student related a Google search that had
been undertaken back in the classroom. The student
told a researcher “The wattle bird’s real name is
Anthochaera,” adding, “we searched up on Google.”
When asked if anything had been learnt about
themselves a student from School B replied:
“It has changed me. Yeah, well, I've got more used
to animals and I really like animals. I take care of
the trees because I know they're alive and I know
they need to take caring of. It's something that I
already knew and some of Nature Connection. So,
it’s both. I think I love nature more than I used to.”
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Students reported being less bored at school and doing more hand-on activities at school
than before the Nature Connection program. See Figure 3.

Engagement in Learning
(% change before to after)
9.10%

10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
-2.00%

I am often bored at school.

I do lots of hands-on activities at school.

-4.00%
-6.00%
-8.00%

-6.10%

Figure 3: Change in engagement in learning

Deeper learning further evidenced by students:
•

When we go back to class, we go and research about the things that we did out here.

Deeper learning evidenced by teachers:
•
•

For our kids this type of learning is more valuable than sitting at a desk all day. They
will learn more here.
Absolutely, all students, regardless of level, were able to participate and see success.
They were able to learn to work in mixed groups. They were all engaged and looked
forward to Tuesday each week.

Deeper learning evidenced by educational assistant:
•

They are learning Design and Technology, and the Science of classification and much
more. This is then feeding back into the classroom. When they go back to class, they
research the things that they found out in nature later in class. It is feeding the
learning back in the classroom. These students have low literacy skills, so it is good
to incorporate things they are interested in. They are learning without realising they
are learning.

Parents also experience this deeper learning in their children and 100% of parents
completing the parent survey, would like their children to participate in projects like the
Nature Connection Series in future (Table 6).
Deeper learning evidenced by parents:
•

It is really good. I've noticed a difference in the kids. They are understanding nature
a lot more and their behaviour has changed. They are taking more care now. I have
noticed they are focusing more on details now. The details they take in now are
amazing. The children are being more cooperative with each other as a group and
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•
•

they are helping each other more. You don't learn everything from sitting behind the
desk. This is life. They are learning here.
He’s looking for more info about birds, reading and researching new things.
A positive way of learning and getting in touch with nature.

Table 6: Parent views on future participation

Would you like your child to participate in projects like this again in future?
Yes
No
Parent
100%
0%
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How were Nature Connection lessons different to
normal lessons?

exploring games really lessons

outside inside fun outdoors nature
side

learn around work

different

bush go

Themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Outside
About nature
More active and energetic
Blending learning and fun
More freedom to explore = agency

Student Responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The reason why it’s different to the rest is because it’s outdoor and
out to learn about nature.
Because we actually did stuff that we don’t usually do on boring days
at school and actually moving and playing around and exploring
nature.
We are more active and energetic.
We’re outside and having fun.
Nature Connection [lessons] are better cause they are more fun.
It was very different because in normal lessons we don’t really learn
about nature but when you do it in nature it’s more better.
You get to explore, get to do things you want to do.
You’re outside, you get to move around, you get to learn while having
fun.
You don’t have to sit inside and do your work and it doesn’t feel like
you’re doing work but you are.
… because you got to explore more and the nature ones are funner
[sic].
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Would you like to learn like this more often?
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Figure 4: Desire to learn like this in future

When asked “Would you like to learn like this more often?” the students described the
freedom of learning outdoors, of being able to move and explore while making and
recording observations and having fun while playing games. Most students enjoyed the
program and for those who didn’t, environmental factors that caused discomfort were to
blame.

Would you like to learn like this more often?
Yes Student Responses:
•
•
•
•
•

I love to go to the bush it very fun and find some interesting animals.
Because you get to be in nature more often than in the classroom.
Because I want to prove myself.
I would like to do it again because it is so fun.
it really fun and good way to learn.

No Student Responses (mostly connected to discomfort):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The plants spiked my legs allot and I got itchy allot [sic].
I think one term was fine, I got bit a lot.
It’s hot.
Depending, because it can be really hot, and it makes me want to go
back to school and do a work package but if it normal or cold I’d go
because you could run around and get warm.
It’s boring.
Because I feel once is enough.
I’d rather stay in class.
It should be a one in a lifetime thing :)
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4.2. Agency
Under agency, two themes emerged from the
research, namely choice, freedom and
ownership, and Aboriginal students.
Involvement in the Nature Connection Series
2021 allowed students to be “more in charge
of their learning and the direction they took
during lessons” (Teacher).

4.2.1. Choice, freedom, and ownership

The increased agency as realised through choice, freedom and ownership was observed by
the researchers. This is what happened:
At one point the facilitator gathers the students for a group discussion about
ways of improving the game. She commends the students (“You have so many
ideas to make the game better”) whilst guiding them in respectful
communication. Ground rules for the conversation are set. They use a Talking
Stick and positive, affirming language is used throughout. She reframes all
comments to positive, solution-oriented ideas. They engage in an extended
group problem solving discussion to adapt the game. Everyone is getting a voice.
They are listening to each other beautifully. They are really respectful of each
other. The students all engage. It looks like they all feel heard with a sense of
ownership and agency.
Choice, freedom, and ownership were evidenced by the facilitator:
•
•

•

Their comfort in the space is a lot better. It’s their space now. They can really
identify with the space. They took real ownership when we built cubbies. That was
when it became their space.
During our excursion week 8, we had a circle discussion about how we can continue
to come to the bush, and talk with our teachers about it next year, sharing the
games and experiences, with the hope that more teachers at the school will bring
their classes. One student spoke up and said that he is a Year 6 Student leader next
year and can talk with the Deputies about the possibility for more students to learn
in the bush. I was so proud of him.
Through getting to know the land they've developed so much confidence.

Choice, freedom, and ownership were evidenced by the teacher:
•

They enjoyed the freedom that learning outdoors provided.
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Choice, freedom, and ownership were evidenced by students:
•
•

•

•
•

•

I feel happy and just feel like I could
do whatever, and just feel amazing.
Our class is different out here. We
have more fun. We get to explore
more and get to choose more what
we want to do out here. We don't
get to be put in stress when we
don't know what to do. We can
choose more things out here. It is
freeing.
Out here we learn differently. We
are allowed to explore this place.
We are more free. In the classroom
things are not so free.
[I’m] getting brave in this space.
I always used to climb trees as high
as I can and then get stuck and just
jump down and probably hurt my
foot. But then now I know the rules
and I can get down safer and
everything.
[I learnt] to feel free.

Choice, freedom, and ownership were evidenced by parents:
•

Not all kids learn in the same way. There are so many different ways to learn. It is
amazing to see the learning out here, having freedom. I think it is really good project.

The researchers observed the students are encouraged to spend time on their favourite
things, with their favourite people, in their favourite places, and then come back to share
and put it on the maps afterwards. There is a lot of choice and freedom, and the children
respect this freedom which has a positive impact on student agency.
4.2.2. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students

One of the groups where the researchers observed the Nature Connection Series 2021 in
action, had a large proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students. Their
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Educational Officer joined the students every week out
in the nature space. She shared her experience with the research team:
A lot of my Aboriginal students don’t, at the moment, see success in the
classroom. So, they see success out here. Which is just phenomenal, because it is
something you can’t replicate in the classroom. And they love it because you
know, as much as there's no assessment for them. There's no pressure on, you
know, if you are tired today, just coming across and enjoy it anyway. It just takes
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that pressure away of at the end I'm going to be tested on this, this and this. It's
teaching them more of those life skills; it's teaching them to be resilient when you
trip over. It's okay. We get back up and we keep going. So, it's teaching them
those life skills that are really hard to teach in a classroom. But it's taking away
that pressure of you're going to get assessed on this. You're going to be
questioned on that. If you're not paying attention, you're going to, you know.
This positive effect of the Nature Connection program on the Aboriginal student in the
group, was further explained by teachers:
There are quite a few Aboriginal students in
the group, and they especially enjoy being out
here. And I love how this beautifully ties in
with the Aboriginal connection, which is just
amazing for them to actually sort of feel their
place.
It is the first time that I am doing something
like this with them. Yeah, we weren't sure
how, they're normally very sort of, I won't say
needy kids, but they require a lot of sort of
scaffolding and you know, building it up,
whereas out here, watching their
independence come out and come out from
kids that some people don't get anything out
from in class. And all of a sudden, here they're
the leaders and you (student) talk, you're
doing something. You know, it's amazing to
watch those kids that do nothing, and just
absolutely find their niche and go, ‘I can do
this’.

A volunteer at the school also commented on the developed agency of Aboriginal students:
A few of our Aboriginal kids, you can actually see part of their background
coming out as well. You know, they know a lot of things and they're looking for
things all the time. Many of them now live in the city and they do not get
exposed to nature that much.
Agency of Aboriginal students evidenced by teacher:
The Nature Connection program is so important for Aboriginal students: they feel it is
‘their place’. Some of them have no success in the classroom, but that change when you
see them here.
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4.3. Attitude
The Nature Connection program had a positive impacted the students’ attitude to learning
and curiosity which transferred to the classroom.
4.3.1. Attitude to learning

Improved attitude to learning evidenced by students:
•
•

We played games and learned how plants grow and how animals and birds know
which one is good to eat or bad for them.
Play games learn about nature and write in our diary.

Improved attitude to learning evidenced by a parent:
•

Yes, he looked forward to the days he had the project.

Improved attitude to learning evidenced by the teacher:
•

Being outdoors and stimulating to both mind and body it really kept a lot of the
students engaged.

What things did you do in Nature Connection lessons?

know eat make lots animals sit
spots

things finding stuff games cubby

birds go play games eagle
eye Play games learn learned

time

plants

climbing Building

4.3.2. Curiosity

During the Nature Connection project, the students learn by asking questions, asked deeper
questions, increased curiosity, and became more inquisitive.
The survey data indicated 5.30% more students liked ‘investigating and exploring new
things’ after taking part in the Nature Connection program than before participation, and
12.60% fewer students indicated that they disliked ‘investigating and exploring new things’
(Figure 5: Increased curiosity). This indicates the students were more curious after their
Nature Connection experience.
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Curiosity (% change before to after)
8.00%
5.30%

6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
-2.00%
-4.00%

I like investigating and exploring new
things (Disagree)

I like investigating and exploring new
things (Agree)

-6.00%
-8.00%
-10.00%
-12.00%
-14.00%

-12.60%

Figure 5: Increased curiosity

Curiosity evidence by teachers:
•
•

The children spontaneously ask nature related questions during the project and it
gets answers in the flow.
More inquisitive; they ask more question and then research the answers in class.
Other topics than school give.

A volunteer at School A explained how students’ curiosity developed and how they started
asking deeper questions:
Yeah, I think the kids have learned, you know, like a few of them would say ‘Why
are we finding broken glass? Why did they sit here and just break the glass?’ I
think we're sort of having to “think outside the box” and you know, that people
are doing this. You know, we found bikes over there and they wanted to know
why bikes are dumped.
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4.4. Aspirations
Most students (92.9% of the boys and 71.9% of the girls) indicated they would like to do a
project like Nature Connection again if they get the change (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Would you like to do a similar project again?

Interestingly, however, the students’ aspirations to work in nature declined (Table 7). It may
be that through their involvement in the Nature Connection program, they gained a more
realistic understanding of what is involved in working in nature.
Table 7: Nature work aspirations

Percentage points change in strong agreement
I would like to work out in nature one day.

-15.00%

4.5. Capabilities
The Nature Connection program impacted the creativity, collaboration, and resilience of the
participating students.
Teachers, parents, school leaders, and facilitators indicated in post-project survey that
student skills regarding inquisitiveness, imagination, persistence, discipline, and
collaboration improved. See Table 8.
Table 8: Improvement in capabilities

Do you think the students improved their abilities in each of the following skills?
Inquisitive
Imaginative Persistent
Disciplined
Collaborative
Teachers
75%
100%
75%
75.00%
100.00%
Parents
100%
100%
100%
71.43%
85.71%
School Leaders
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
Facilitators
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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The pre-project and post-project views of the teachers involved in the program on the
students’ capabilities of these five skills are given in Figure 7. It is clear that the teachers
think that the students became more inquisitive, imaginative, persistent, disciplined, and
collaborative as result of taking part in the Nature Connection Series 2021.

Teacher Views of Student Capabilities (average out of 5)
5
4.3

4.5

4.3

4

3.8

3.5

3.5
3

2.6

2.6

2.5

3.3

3.2

2.6

2.4

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Inquisitive

Imaginative

Persistent
Before

Disciplined

Collaborative

After

Figure 7: Teacher views of student capabilities

One of the teachers explained the capabilities development was a process, but “since they
‘get the process’, they become more mature. They learned to collaborate and do
teamwork.”
4.5.1. Creativity

Students learned and practised to use their imagination. Post-project survey data indicated
6.7% more students strongly agreed they like “to use their imagination”. See Table 9.
Table 9: Improvements in imagination

Percentage points change in strong agreement
I like to use my imagination.

6.70%

Creativity evidenced by volunteers:
•

During this, I realised that students can “show how I learn”, express their learning in
creative ways.

Creativity evidenced by students:
•

We are more creative: ‘we build with sticks’.
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Creativity evidenced by facilitator:
•

Finally gaining access to “the island” that was too submerged to access when the
series started. The building, creativity and collaboration that took place when that
space opened up, was thrilling and heart-warming.

Creativity evidenced by teachers:
•
•

Nature Connection helped students develop inquiry skills and questioning.
When they got on to the island, it was a delight to see the whole class collaboration
and imagination.

Creativity evidenced by parent volunteer.
•

There are so many elements to this program: creativity and different ways of
learning and the bird groups and the direction groups.

4.5.2. Collaboration

The students’ capabilities for teamwork developed as they build collaboration skills during
the Nature Connection Series 2021. Post-project survey data indicated 8.60% more students
strongly agreed they are ‘a good team worker”. See Table 10.
Table 10: Teamworking skills

Percentage points change in strong agreement
I am a good team worker.

8.60%

Collaboration evidenced by school leader:
•

The communication skills students are displaying in the classroom and playground
have increased greatly.

Collaboration evidenced by facilitator:
•

The teacher noticed a difference in the collaboration of his students and saw new
skills emerge as the series went on.
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Collaboration evidenced by teacher:
•

Helped nurture and group collaborative work practices that wasn’t just with their
close circle of friends.

Collaboration evidenced by education assistants:
•

•

They are learning lots of stuff. There is a lot of
emotional development, team building, learning
respect and care. They are doing so many team
building activities.
The games they play are good for them. There
are a couple of arguments. The games create
opportunities for conflict, but it also creates
opportunities for resolution. It can ruin some
friendships and it can build some.

Collaboration evidenced by students:
•
•
•

We are also learning to work in teams. It is fun.
I'm getting to connect with people in our
classroom.
We are learning how to work better together out
here and everyone is using more imagination out
here. Everyone is now getting on better with
each other.
4.5.3. Resilience

Students became for resilient because of their
involvement with the Nature Connection program. This
was evident from the survey data and interviews. In the
post-project significantly more (10.05% and 13.50%
more) students selected ‘I don’t give up when things get
difficult.’ and ‘I am a good problem solver.” than in the
pre-project survey. See Figure 8.
At School D a researcher witnessed situation where a
student got a splinter in finger and reported it to the
teacher. The teacher calmly, but reassuringly replied:
“Things like this happen, and it is ok.”
Resilience evidenced by students:
•
•

I learnt to be tufer [sic]
[I learnt] that I’m not as scared of snakes and
stuff than I thought.
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Resilience (% change before to after)
16.00%
13.50%

14.00%
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10.50%
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8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
I don’t give up when things get difficult.

I am a good problem solver.

Figure 8: Increased resilience

Resilience evidenced by teachers:
•
•
•

It's teaching them more of those life skills; it's teaching them to be resilient when
you trip over. It's okay. We get back up and we keep going. So, it's teaching them
those life skills that are really hard to teach in a classroom.
I can see a change in the kids, more resilience.
They became more resilient, confident and built better relationships with their peers
/ teachers / adults.

Resilience evidenced by facilitator:
•

The bad weather breeds resilience. Everyone got soaked by the end of the first
session and we were cold and wet. But we kept on moving and that became a game
to jump over the river. It was a good introduction to the space. It gave them
something to focus on.

4.6. Wellbeing
The Nature Connection Series 2021 had a positive impact on the wellbeing of the
participating students. The students’ wellbeing was impacted in four areas, namely
happiness and belonging, self-knowledge, emotional self-regulation, and confidence.
A facilitator illustrated the impact of the Nature Connection program on the wellbeing of
the students with the following example of her interaction with a boy in one of the groups:
When it was pick one word to describe the day, he said, “thank you”, giving me a
gift of appreciation, even though he acted out earlier. There's a lot going on in
your head and your heart, young man. And I think it's the heart that is a key. He
wants that fairness, and he wants me to see who he is. He has some real
challenges, and may feel he can’t succeed in the classroom. But out here he can
achieve, he can participate, he can contribute. It's powerful!
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A teacher at another school described how students who
did not wanted to sit on the ground at the beginning,
became more relaxed as the program progressed and as
“they heard stories, saw maps, played games.” She
explained how a student with ASD went from holding her
mum to singing and collecting rubbish. Also a trauma
student who was reluctant to go into the nature space, later
moved to showing others what she saw and found.
Evidence for the four themes developed under wellbeing,
namely happiness and belonging, self-knowledge, emotional
self-regulation, and confidence, are given below. This
evidence includes quotations from interviews with
participants and survey data.
4.6.1. Happiness and belonging

The students’ sense of happiness and belonging improved.
Increased happiness and belonging evidenced by students:
•
•
•
•
•

I learnt that being outside with nature was much more fun than being inside.
Now I'm starting to get used to this place, it feels like home. I don't know why it feels
like home. It feels like I'm in my backyard with all this space to walk around.
I like writing in the journal what I can see and hear. I hear crickets and a bird and the
ocean. It feels nice, like I'm connecting with nature out here. It makes me really
happy to see it all. And then I see animals, lots of trees and grass.
I feel very happy and excited when I know it is a Nature Connection day. I am glad
that I can get to go. I know it is going to be really fun every time. And I can find my
zone. I really like playing games and sitting here quietly and looking at nature.
I've learned I'm just happy and excited. It is fun being out in nature and playing and
having fun.

Increased happiness and belonging evidenced by teachers:
•
•

They all have a sense of belonging here. You see it when they go finding their trees.
They have connected with the space, which is beautiful.
They are coming into their own and owning the stuff here. The sit spots have
become really important. They really want to own it. That's why we made the sit
spot rocks. They definitely feel they belong out here.
4.6.2. Self-knowledge

The Nature Connection Series 2021 gave the students an opportunity to learn more about
themselves.
Increased self-knowledge evidenced by students:
•
•

I've learned that I really really really really really like nature.
[The sit spot] makes you feel joyful that every animal around you doesn’t feel scared.
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What have you learnt about yourself
during the Nature Connection project?

building animals love nature plants learnt really

nature fun call
birds

Themes:
• Love nature
• Comfort in nature
• Resilience
• Self-knowledge,
• Self-control
Student Responses: I learnt …
• I learnt that being outside with nature was much more fun than being inside.
• I can be quiet.
• I have learnt to be more responsible.
• To feel free.
• I love nature.
• There is a lot more to learn about nature.
• That I really like to spend time in nature and learn more about it.
• That I really like nature and I never knew that and I’m very good with the wildlife.
• I enjoy being outdoors and making friends.
• I learnt to be tufer [sic]
• I learnt how to control myself better in nature don’t be so mad at mozzies. Nature
is calming.
4.6.3. Emotional self-regulation

Emotional self-regulation evidenced by students:
•
•

•
•

I learnt how to control myself better in
nature don’t be so mad at mozzies.
Nature is calming.
When people are not annoying, I
become happy out here. I have some
anger issues and other kids get me in
trouble. It is easier for me to deal with
my anger out here. I can be calmer out
here.
[The sit spot is] calming.
I just chill, and think about life and how
nice it is to be out here.
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The researchers also observed the following
incident that illustrates how the student learned
to self-regulate his emotions:
One boy with behaviour issues, gets angry
and asks the teacher: “Can I go to my tree?
It will help me to calm down.” The teacher
explained that he is facing many
heartbreaking challenges in his personal life.

4.6.4. Confidence

Teachers, school leaders, parents and facilitators
commented the students became more
confident because of the Nature Connection
Series 2021. The students post-survey data
confirmed this growth in confidence. After the
Nature Connection project, 8.80% more of the
students completing the survey, indicated they
are confident in their abilities and contribution
to their class. (Table 11).
Table 11: Confidence and contribution

Percentage points change in strong agreement
I am confident in my abilities and my contribution to my class.

8.80%

Confidence evidenced by school leader:
•

They are displaying more confidence in their social interactions and their ability to
explain their learning. This I think it attributed to the learning being hands-on and
real life.

Confidence evidenced by teacher:
•
•
•
•

They became more resilient, confident, and built better relationships with their
peers / teachers / adults.
A student who was struggling to interact within the classroom, was very withdrawn
and lacked engagement, came out of his shell, and found small successes which
turned into bigger successes. His confidence grew profoundly.
That boy, you never heard him talking as much as he does over here. So, I've noticed
a lot of them have come out of their shell.
A student who was struggling to interact within the classroom, was very withdrawn
and lacked engagement, came out of his shell, and found small successes which
turned into bigger successes. His confidence grew profoundly.

Confidence evidenced by parent:
•

My big observation last week was that in the first couple of weeks, they were all
around us here. And then suddenly they had expanded their zones so much.
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Confidence evidenced by facilitator:
•

•
•

•

There are so many things in this space to find. I have noticed them getting more
comfortable with each other in the space. They have all developed so much
confidence through getting to know the land. The original boundaries have
expanded. It has become a status thing for them to have their cubby further and
further away, expanding their boundaries to get the status of the green flag. We are
breeding explorers here.
When a very quiet boy said to me... I love drawing now... I never used to, but these
are nice things to draw.
The teachers saw new strengths in their students and a change in their willingness to
interact.

One story that needs to be mentioned is about a girl who has been diagnosed with
Autism. She was very reluctant to come on the first few sessions. Her mum came as
the parent help and she clung to her for the entire time. Slowly over a few weeks,
she found her own stewardship project about going around and picking up rubbish.
Every week this became more and more important to her and she would come to me
and ask for a bag and tongs and go off with Claire (the EA). I had a fantastic
conversation with her mum on week 7 who was telling me she has noticed such a
difference with her daughter during this excursion, and her daughter is coming home
and telling her things about the excursions without mum asking her, which is really
big. I talked with mum about how she made the time her own, finding something she
is passionate about and this could be a doorway for her on future adventures
outside. It is not that she is not comfortable, she just needed to find a way to
connect to it and feel passionate.
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5. Student connection to NATURE
All the teachers, parents, school leaders and facilitators indicated that the student
connection to Nature improved. That was evident from the survey data (Table 12 and word
cloud) as well as from the interview data.
Table 12: Improved connection to nature

Did student connection to Nature improve (including comfort level in and knowledge of
nature)?
Teachers
100%
Parents
100%
School Leaders
100%
Facilitators
100%

What do you think you learnt during
the Nature Connection project?

names stuff respect nature look

plants games birds tree

nature new learnt

lot

animals

take care

Themes:
•
•
•

learn about nature
respect nature
take care of nature

Student Responses:
•
•
•

Helping nature and learning new stuff about it.
To always respect others and nature
How to take care of nature

The student connection to nature increased regarding their comfort level in nature,
appreciation for nature, knowledge of nature, care for nature, and time spent in nature.
Evidence for each of these aspects are given in this section.
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5.1. Comfort level in nature
At the start of the program, many of the students experienced discomfort in the nature
space, but they grew more comfortable.
Evidence by students:
•
•
•
•
•

It's nice, but there is a lot of things that can bite. But I don't want to go back to class.
I do like it here.
When you're settled down into space, you get pretty calmed in the space and then
you just really get used to it.
I enjoyed outdoor nature because seeing how birds and animals live makes you feel
like nature is your home and seeing plants grow and the wonderful breeze.
I didn't really go out in nature much. I'd be happier to go out to nature now with my
friends.
We are getting brave in this space.

Evidenced by teachers:
•

•

•
•
•
•

They are a lot more comfortable.
There are a lot of trauma kids in this
group. This can heighten the
behaviours. There are ones who get
really upset. The uncertainty or the
dirt or just sitting down can be a
challenge. A lot of them would have
never chosen to come into this
space. They would never have come
here and a lot of the families would
never come here. Their parents work
shifts as FIFO workers. There are not
many experiences for these children.
This has made a big difference for
them. Some children are now coming
back here after school. They are
building cubbies and we are
transferring it into classroom.
I did not know how thick the scrub
was going to be. The kids really have
to get low to move through the
bushes. There has been spiders. But
they enjoy running around here.
At first a few found the freedom difficult. Now they appreciate nature.
It gives them time to be quiet outdoors.
The students enjoy coming out here; they always want to stay longer.
In the beginning they did not know how to be in this space, they were unfamiliar to
nature. Now they are prepared, come dressed appropriately, bring hats and water
bottles.
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Evidenced by facilitator:
•

I could see students becoming more self-aware in their interactions with me and
their classmates. The discussions we had showed me that they were more aware of
their community and the comfort they felt in the space was very noticeable
compared to our first session.

Evidenced by volunteer:
•

It's nice to see kids out and about, instead of on computers or iPads or something
like that. I'm a bit worried about snakes (laughing). But I know from the very first
time we started, the first week, a lot of the girls were ‘Oh, Oh, Oh’, and slowly, now
that's all gone. They forgot about all that sort of thing, they forgot about the flies on
them or the scratchy plants.

What were your least favourite things
about Nature Connection?

ants mosquitoes Nothing bugs

flies

Going

hot rain

5.2. Appreciation for nature
The students developed an appreciation for nature.
Evidenced by students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I love nature!
It makes me feel calm and relaxed when I set in my sit spot. The only noise is the
birds.
It's fun and beautiful and fresh and we get away from work. I love nature. It's
beautiful. It makes me feel alive.
Our class is noticing nature more. There's a difference outside. In school we learn
more reading and writing. Here we learn more about animals. I've learned my
friends like nature. I've learned that I really really really really really like nature.
We get to hear the birds and I get to learn lots out here and I get to play with nature.
It is peaceful out here. We get to learn bird languages and about plants and trees
[I learnt] that I really like to spend time in nature and learn more about it.
I love these bushes. Mrs Turnbull loves it here too. We have become more focused
here and we have more fun. On Thursdays we have journal time. We made some
rocks to show that this is our spot and then we made friendship rocks with
messages. We have time to just sit and to notice the trees and nature. I speak for the
tree, like the Lorax.
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•

I like how you just get time out to see all the nature. You get to see a lot of wildlife
that you don't normally get to see at home. I’ve seen, I've heard kookaburras. I’ve
seen a snake. And yesterday on the way home from school, I saw … snakes chilling
on the pathway.

Evidenced by an educational assistant
•

These kids live around here. They come here and focus on things that they wouldn't
have noticed before. We are seeing their nature sense develop.

Evidenced by the teacher:
•

The students notice the changes in nature over time.

Evidenced by the school leader:
•

We have seen an increase in
students’ environmental awareness
and passion in school since starting
the program.

Evidenced by the facilitator:
•

Students became much more aware
of the animals and birds that shared
their space. They watched in awe as
nests of eggs turned to baby chicks
and then teenagers.

Evidenced by parents:
•

•

When asked whether they noticed a
change in their child since the start of
the program, the parent answered,
“Yes, he loves the nature more”.
Their sit spots is helping them to
develop the personal connection with
nature.

5.3. Knowledge of nature
The students’ knowledge about nature increased. In the post-survey, 23.70% more of the
students strongly agreed they know the local birds and plant life in their community than in
the pre-survey (Table 13). Also, in the post-survey, only 9% of the students indicated they do
not know the name some local parks in their area, compared to 23% in the pre-survey
(Table 14).
Table 13: Knowing bird and plant life

Percentage points change in strong agreement
I know the local bird and plant life in my community well.
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23.70%

Table 14: Knowing local parks

Can you name some local parks in your area?
“I don’t know” responses
Before
After

23%
9%

Through the Nature Connection program, the students are learning how to accurately
identify and record the wildlife they see in nature. They know how to check the predictions
recorded in their journals against actual observations. Additionally, students are learning
the binomial (scientific) names and local Nyoongar names for birds and the characteristics
of those birds.
Knowledge of nature evidenced by observations by research team:
•
•

•
•

•

•

Students accurately identifying the wildlife they see in nature, both verbally and in
their journals. (e.g. checking predictions against actual observations)
At one school the students played a game called “guard the nest” where they took
on a bird character, Willy Wagtails (the djiti-djiti), and had to guard their nests.
Students learning (and remembering) binomial (scientific) names and local Nyoongar
names for birds and characteristics of those birds
At another school a student explained to the researcher that “The wattle bird’s real
name is Anthochaera and it feeds on nectar”.)
Students mimicking bird calls and interpreting what they signal. A student showed
the researcher how she could mimic bird calls and interpret what they each signal;
she gave a demonstration of different sounds and explained what was being
communicated and said proudly, “I can speak bird language now. I know what they
can say.”
Students described the changes that occur in the life cycle of animals, for example a
student described physical changes that occur for the Eurasian Coot as it matures.
“When it has babies, it's not, it doesn't come out black, it comes out a different
colour. As it grows up it gets its colour.”
One teacher commented to me “she still doesn’t know the alphabet, but she can
identify a Woody Pear tree”.

Knowledge of nature evidenced by students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have learnt that there is a lot of rubbish and that we should start thinking about the
environment. And that we can be sustainable by using things better.
I learn a lot, learn about area, plants, food to find, baby animals, eggs, exoskeletons.
I learned not to scare the birds. I now understand why people should not scare birds.
Learn more than in the class.
We come out here to learn. We learn about nature.
I think we are learning a lot about nature. We don't get to come out in nature much
in school, so we actually need this.
We are learning about birds and flowers and stuff. It's useful to know to recognise
when we encounter things in nature. I have noticed I now talk about birds more.
I know they [the birds] like quietness and they need to protect their nest and they
need to take food and they need to look after their babies. I don’t want to bother
them. They may hurt me, and I don’t want to hurt them. [Faye says] to be quiet
when the birds are near.
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•
•

It's about enjoying your nature and learning about all different animals and insects.
We are learning how nature works.

Knowledge of nature evidenced by teachers:
•
•

The children spontaneously ask nature related questions during the project and it
gets answers in the flow.
The project had a positive impact. They learn more about the environment, and we
link it to science and research. They link it to camping. (Topics come up in class that
would not before this project.

Knowledge of nature evidenced by parents:
•
•

I think all schools should be a part of this project as it informs children of their
surroundings.
It is good for them. They are learning a bit about nature. They have seen baby birds,
a turtle or a frog. The kids love it. It is near to where they live.

Survey responses from parent when asked, “What did your child learn during the program?”
•
•
•

Learning about birds and the environment. Parents
Learnt about the environment and how it all links together. Parents
Names of animals and plants. Parents

Before the Nature Connection project, students could only list five different birds (magpie,
duck, crows, cockatoo and pigeon), but in the post-survey they gave a wider range and more
expanded responses. Student responses after the project include:
•
•
•

willy wag tail, honey eaters, magpies, seagulls, crow, ringnecks, wattlebird.
cockatoos, crows magpies, black cockatoos, Willy Wagtails, pink and grey galahs
wattle bird, Yellow-throated miner
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The students also gave more expanded responses in the post-project survey when asked to
name some local plants. Responses included:
•
•
•

Conostylis, Kangaroo Paw, Woody Pear seed (Helicopter seed), and Grass
gum tree, eucalyptus tree, grass tree and wattles
And popcorn tree made an appearance

5.4. Care for nature
Students cared more for nature after the Nature Connection program than before. That was
evident from observations, interviews and survey data.
Care for nature evidenced by students:
•

•
•

•
•

I have learnt that there is a lot of rubbish and
that we should start thinking about the
environment. And that we can be sustainable by
using things better.
I've seen the rubbish in this place, it's ridiculous.
And we cleaned up so much of it and I’m just
happy to see it.
I've learned how to respect nature and how to
treat it. We need it to live. We need trees and
bees and birds. I feel like when I go out here
now, it has advanced my knowledge and my
experience in nature. I definitely want to do it
again.
[Nature Connection is] about not chasing after
animals and making them frightened. Not to kill
the ants or step on them.
Many students mentioned “saving the environment”.

Care for nature evidenced by parents:
•
•
•
•

[Learnt] how to take care of our mother nature.
He knows how to take care the nature, for example rubbish should be put in the
rubbish bin.
They are learning that we need to look after our world. The earlier we can teach
them about nature, the better. They are gaining an appreciation for nature and a
care for nature through this.
It is really good. I've noticed a difference in the kids. They are understanding nature
a lot more and their behaviour has changed. They are taking more care now.

Care for nature evidenced by the facilitator:
•
•

The area that we used for our nature connection series was visibly cleaner than
when we first started. not just from our litter collection but less dumping as the
space was cared for.
We have removed 30 bags of rubbish from this site, so I noticed less rubbish being
dumped here now. Stewardship of the space has become really important to the
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children. It has become their space. I just love the idea that we are leaving this space
better than we found it.
Care for nature evidenced by the teacher:
•

They became more aware of local plants / wildlife. picked up rubbish in area.
became upset at seeing pallets dumped in 'their' bush area.

5.5. Time in nature
Students indicated they spend more time in nature after doing the Nature Connection
program (Figure 9).

Would you like to spend more time in nature
after doing this project?
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Figure 9: Would you like to spend more time in nature after doing this project?

It is clear from the pre- and post- student survey data that after doing the Nature
Connection program, students spend more in nature than they did before the program
(Figure 10). The students also indicated the time they spend on screens decreased after
doing the program (Figure 11). After the program 73.84% of the students indicated they
spend 2 to 5 hours a week outdoors compared to only 44.16% before the program. Fewer
students also indicated they spend more than 8 hours a week on screens than before doing
the program (7.47% after compared to 24.68% before).
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Figure 10: Time spent on screens

Nature Time
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Figure 11: Time spent in nature
Table 15: Time spent outdoors and on screens pre- and post-program

Pre program
Post program
Pre program
Post program

44.16% spend 2-5 hours a week outdoors
73.84% spend 2-5 hours a week outdoors
24.68% spend over 8 hours a week on screens
7.47% spend over 8 hours a week on screens
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Time spent in nature evidenced by parents
•
•

It get the kids out of their classroom and learning about nature touching, feeling
instead of viewing this information on screen
I love this for them. They have never had this in their schooling before. Weekends
they now want to come down here. My own kids live down here. My other kids are
now starting to ask us to come out here more.

Time spent in nature evidenced by teacher:
•

They went further to explore and visited after school / weekends.

Time spent in nature evidenced by students:
•
•
•
•

•
•

I really liked it because I get to spend time with nature and some kids should spend
some time off devices.
I’ve always went in nature a lot but then after we do that, I would like to go out
more now.
There is a pretty low chance of my parents letting me come here outside of school
time, but I would like to come here. I have told my parents about the plants we are
learning about.
I can't come here after school, because I have lots of jobs to do, but I'm going to ask
if I can come here after school. I have never been here until we started doing the
outdoor learning project. I never bothered to come. Now I do want to come here
more. I have changed my mind.
Sometimes I wish it was more than two hours. Now I hang around outside a lot
more.
I hang outside a lot more than before. Because I just gotten really used to the nature
and how good it is.
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The word clouds representing data from pre- and post- student surveys further indicate the
students reported spending more time in nature after the Nature Connection program.

What activities do you do when you spend time outdoors?
(Pre-survey)

scooter trampoline Basketball worms
compost

bike ride soccer go play park

friends Bmx sport football
What activities do you do when you spend time outdoors?
(Post-survey)

friends also netball walk soccer looking

go pool Play park games

basketball

sport school

“Play” remained the most popular theme regarding ‘time spent outdoors’, and increased
from 28.95% in pre-survey to 33.85% in post-survey. In the post-survey, new high frequency
words added were ‘looking’, ‘walk’ and ‘park’.

6. Student connection to COMMUNITY
The research indicated students’ connections to the community increased due to the Nature
Connection program. Students felt more connected to the school, teachers, peers, parents,
and community spaces. In the words of one of the students from School A, “the best bit of
Nature Connection is, the connection with each other, and we can share”. Another student
said, “We have a very, very big connection with each other!”
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A volunteer at one of the schools explained, “The program made a difference to this spot, it
made a difference to the kids, and the school. I think it's benefited all around.” A teacher at
another school said, “What they experience here, they can take into their lives, take it
home.”
Table 16: Improved connection to Community

Did student Connection to Community improve (including connection to school,
teachers, peers, parents, and community spaces)?
Teachers
100%
Parents
85.71%
School Leaders
100%
Facilitators
100%

6.1. Connection to school
After completing the Nature Connection program, 9.5% more of the students indicated they
looked forward to coming to school than they did before the program, and 7% more
students said they feel safe at their school. See Figure 12.

Connection to school (% change before to after)
10.00%

9.50%

9.00%
8.00%

7.00%

7.00%
6.00%
5.00%
4.00%
3.00%
2.00%
1.00%
0.00%
I look forward to coming to school.

I feel safe at this school.

Figure 12: Increased connection to school

The shared experience provided by the Nature Connection program created what teachers
called “a shared thing”, “a common thing”, or “shared themes” which each group takes back
into their classrooms and into the wider school.
From the interviews with the teachers and volunteers, it was clear the “shared experience”
strengthened the students’ connections to the school in three ways, namely better
relationships inside and outside the classroom, transferred learning, and improved
attendance.
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6.1.1. Better relationships

Through the “shared experience”, the students got to know their fellow students and their
teachers on a deeper level. This deeper connection with their peers and teachers had the
advantage of improved classroom and playground cohesion (relations/discipline/respect).
The students worked better together, and teamwork improved.
Better relationships evidenced by students:
•

•
•
•

We are learning how to work better
together out here, and everyone is
using more imagination out here.
Everyone is now getting on better
with each other.
We play a lot of rock, paper, scissors,
shoot, and we've really enjoyed a lot
of stuff. It makes our friends happy.
You get to know more about people.
Yeah. When they come out you
know, that they like nature.
Before I did not know what to talk
about with some friend, now “we talk about nature more”.

Better relationships evidenced by teachers:
•

•
•

I find, especially with this lot, they weren't great at mixing together. And so, they go
back and they've got a common thing now. It's given them something to all sort of
communicate with. So they go back and they'll join groups and they go, ‘Oh, you're
in my (Bird) group, so we'll all go together.’
The students became more resilient, confident and built better relationships with
their peers, their teachers and other adults involved in the program.
A student who was struggling to interact within the classroom, was very withdrawn
and lacked engagement, came out of his shell and found small successes which
turned into bigger successes. His confidence grew profoundly.

The students also built positive relationships with other adult role models, including the
facilitators, as one facilitator explained: “When asked to pick one word to describe the day,
the boy said “thank you”, giving me a gift of appreciation, even though he acted out earlier.”
6.1.2. Transfer learning

The “shared experiences” provided opportunities to link formal classroom learning with the
informal outdoor space learning. (This was not found at the school where some students
from two different classes were selected to take part in the Nature Connection program.)
One of the facilitators described that as “the time outside feeds their learning in the
classroom”. She explained that “The class has been doing research on the mystery bird that
we saw out here. The way they are embedding it back in the classroom changes the way we
look at things. They have been feeding observations and taking it one step further. At all the
sites we are seeing some transfer to the classroom. The time outside feeds their learning in
the class afterwards.”
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Transfer of learning evidence by teachers:
•

•
•

The project had a positive impact. They learn more about the environment, and we
link it to science and research. They link it to camping. (Topics come up in class that
would not before this project.) We link it to Science, sustainability, conservation,
rubbish, HASS, Art.
This project gives them themes. They tell about what they did after school or over
weekends in nature (discovered turtle eggs in their back yard). The teacher described
it as ‘Learning go home’.
Journaling on Thursday mornings “piggy back” their learning on other learning
during the week. (Not possible for composite class)

Transfer of learning evidenced by students:
•
•

We do more nature things in the class now and more journaling. We can get our
journals out all the time.
Student motivated to do Google search (e.g. “the wattle bird’s real name is
Anthochaera” [So how did you find this information?] “We searched up on Google.”)

Transfer of learning evidenced by a volunteer:
•

We have a common thing now in class and therefore we decided we will work well
together.

Transfer of learning evidenced by a parent volunteer:
•

The teacher is excellent to have taken this project on. Her attitude is refreshing. They
bring a lot of it back into the classroom. It is not just one afternoon for them. She
incorporates a lot of it back in the class.

At one school, their Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Officer took part in the
Nature Connection program and described the transfer of learning as follows:
They are now interested about things and learning. They are learning the plant
names and we are transferring what they are learning here in the bush back to
school. They are learning plant names, tree names, birds, trees. We are definitely
seeing a transfer in class. We did six sessions on yarning circles and incorporated
what they have learned out here in the bush in their classwork. We are
integrating Noongar language in our school. They are now starting to make
connections between all of these things. The hands-on activities are really good
for them and using natural resources.
6.1.3. Attendance improved

The program led to increased school attendance as the students did not want to miss out on
the Nature Connection experiences.
Improved attendance evidenced by teachers:
•
•

Attendance has improved very much on the days the project is run. The project gives
many students a reason to come to school.
I mean, the first week was absolutely drenched. And I thought they're not going to
turn up next week. It was pouring down with rain for two hours and I thought, ‘No
way’. And they have, the reason why I love this, is because I have 31 (students in my
class), and I often have 12 away every day because they struggle with academics, a
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•

lot of them don't have the food, etc. But every Tuesday, they're all here. And even
after getting absolutely soaked. They all came the next week. ‘I bought a jacket this
week. I'm not getting wet again. They had their jackets and off we went and that
yeah, kids that you just think can't get any day, every Tuesday in they roll, and yeah,
it's amazing like that. It's really given them something to grasp on to.
We have seen that attendance is generally higher on Tuesday. Some students have
bad attitudes and bad attendance, but they all come on Tuesdays. It is definitely
good for our kids. It teaches them so much more that they could learn in a
classroom. For our kids this type of learning is more valuable than sitting at a desk all
day. They will learn more here.

Improved attendance was also evidenced by a volunteer (“The attendance is great, which is
a big thing with this class”) and a facilitator (“The feedback from the teacher has been really
positive. On a Monday twelve students could be away, but on Tuesdays they are all here.”).

6.2. Connection to teachers
The Nature Connection program gave teachers and
students the opportunity to connect on a different level
than they did in the classroom. Both students and
teachers appreciated this opportunity.
Various students at the different schools indicated they
“enjoyed playing with the adults”. They appreciated adults
taking the time ‘to run around with us’ and not just telling
them what to do.
Teachers appreciated the opportunity the Nature
Connection program gave them to connect with their
students outside the classroom and in a more relaxed
environment. They enjoyed sharing the students’
excitement and opportunities for conversations outside
the formal classroom setting.
A student at School A noticed this excitement too and described this realisation as follows,
“Today I realised Miss B is really fun. Miss S has mentioned she likes it out here too.”
Teachers mentioned that there is ‘less pressure’ because they do not have to concentrate
on ‘doing curriculum work’ (School C) and there are ‘no assessments’ (School A). A teacher
at School B explained he found it difficult to ‘let go of control’, but now enjoys being in
nature with the students, ‘sitting quietly with them in their sit spots’, observing nature
together, and actively taking part in games.
When asked what he enjoys most about the Nature Connection program, a teacher at
School B said, “When we sit and observe together, and they share with me their excitement,
for example the excitement when they found the frogs.”
After the Nature Connection program, a deeper connection between the teachers and their
students was observed by the school leaders, the teachers themselves and the facilitators
(Table 18). There was also a marked increase (9.20%) in students indicating a strong
agreement that their teachers were interested in them as a person (Table 17).
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Table 17: Increased perception of teacher’s interest in student

Percentage points change in strong agreement
My teacher is interested in me as a person.

9.20%

Table 18: Deeper connection between teachers and their students

Have you observed a deeper connection developing between the teacher and their
students during the Nature Connection project?
Yes
No
Facilitators
75%
25%
School Leaders
50%
50%
Teachers
75%
25%
This connection to teachers was also noticed by the facilitators:
•
•

•
•

It gave the teachers an opportunity to connect with each child.
Throughout the term you could see that as everyone began to relax in our space, the
teacher, parents, and students began to trust more. Around week 4, [Teacher] and I
realized the value of ' cubby time' which became an increasing amount of time
where the kids had time to explore and have sit spots with their friends. This could
have only happened if the teacher trusted the kids. Other times, when there were a
few students on the edge or reluctant, [Teacher] would take them and say, 'let’s
walk together' and they would complete the challenge together. She really
supported the kids in such a positive way.
The teacher shared many stories with the students which I think created a stronger
connection between them.
I feel that the teacher was very stressed to have to take them to the excursion every
week because she said a few times 'they are not listening to me, and they are
misbehaving' The last week I did observe her sitting with a group of students having
a lovely chat during sit spot time.

The connection to teachers was further evidence by teachers:
•

•
•
•

It has allowed me to see the kids in a different light. Seeing them talk to a different
adult has been really good. All the adults join in for the games. The kids found it
hilarious. The kids then wanted to make their own games. It is making the teacher a
lot more real. It's been good fun. I always try to develop good relationships with the
kids. It was cool for the boys because I climbed a tree and I made it to the kangaroo
fence. I suddenly became cool for them. It has been a connection point and an
opportunity for relationship building with the kids that is been much more authentic.
It has been expanding for the children and for me.
It is nice to have fun with them. You see a different side to them, and they see a
different side to you.
I saw a lot of different sides to my students and was able to engage with them as I
learnt alongside them.
We see each other in a different light. Different discussions and 'having' fun playing.
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6.2.1. Connection to other adults at school

Nature Connection helped the students to develop connections to other adult volunteers.
Connection to other adults at school evidenced by teachers:
•
•
•

One of the helpers is my mum. She is a cleaner at the school, and she adores the kids
and it's great for the kids to see and interact with other people. And so, it's giving
them opportunities to talk to other people other than just teachers.
[Name] over there, she's our Aboriginal liaison officer. So, she brings in even more
Aboriginal connection and she connects with the Aboriginal students on that level.
So, they're getting to interact with other people. You know, the thing is, a lot of
them have family structure issues. Just seeing me just interacting with my mum, is a
huge thing for them. Like ‘what do you mean? It's your mum? It's my mum and she
wants to be here with us.’ So, they have that. They see how I talk to mum, and this is
how we communicate. So, it's just bringing in all those different elements. It is
subtle, but the kids pick up on those things. And it gives them something that they
haven't had before.

Connection to other adults at school evidenced by
volunteers:
•

•

I certainly got to know the kids better, and
they me. I sort of get my name called out now
when I go and they wave. They ask me to be in
their group.
They greet me when they see me at school
and sometimes talk to me.

6.3. Connection to peers
Nature Connection enhanced the connection between the students and their peers. From
observations and interviews it is evident since the program started the students worked
better together, group work improved, team selection and classroom collaboration
improved.
Students, teachers, facilitators, and volunteers noticed the students developed better
connections to their peers because of doing the Nature Connection program. This is
supported by the survey data. In the post-survey, 9.30% fewer students strongly disagreed
with the statement their classmates care for them.
Table 19:Increased perception that classmates care for each other

Percentage points change in strong disagreement
My classmates care for me.
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-9.30%

Improved connections to peers evidenced by students:
•
•
•

I formed good relationships with my school friends because we worked in teams and
build alliances. We learned to help each other. We talk to our friends when we sit in
our base.
We don't fight that much and we share over stuff.
Sometimes people can feel excluded, but in our group no one gets excluded. We got
better at teamwork because most people are with their friends. You also get to make
new friends. You get to expand who you get on with out here.

Improved connections to peers evidenced by teachers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The students work better together. “Kids that don't ever work together, now
working together.”
Since they ‘get the process’, they become more mature. They learned to collaborate
and do teamwork.
Their group selection changed, and they are ok to work with students that they
would not normally work with.
More inquisitive; they ask more question and then research the answers in class.
Other topics than school give.
Communication skills improved: Better at group and teamwork. ‘If there is conflict,
they talk it through.’ Communicate. Building confidence.
They've made new friendship groups. Some students find it hard to make friends,
really struggle to talk and build relationships and friendships. But finding something
cool out here gives you social capital, and if you're adventurous, it is helping you to
make friends out here.

Improved connections to peers evidenced by a volunteer:
•

Here the kids are all interacting and forming different groups than what they do at
school. So, they're forming different little groups.

Improved connections to peers evidenced by an educational assistant:
•

I have noticed they are associating with the nature groups and working well together
back at school. They are not just staying with their friends group anymore.

Improved connections to peers evidenced by the facilitator:
•

The sit spot has evolved. We introduced it as your own spot to come to get yourself
really, really quiet. And we've done like games about what can you see or what's the
farthest thing you can see here? What's the quietest sound you can hear? And write
that in a journal. With both groups we realised they don't want to be on their own.
They want to be with their friends. They want to have a shared experience. They are
still writing and journaling and chatting. So they've got that best of both worlds.
They are developing a personal and a social connection.

Improved connections to peers evidenced by parents:
•
•

[My child] struggles with interacting with his peers. Every afternoon he had this
activity he would come home telling me how him and his classmate where out
exploring.
I've noticed a difference in the kids. The children are being more cooperative with
each other as a group and they are helping each other more.
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6.4. Connection to parents/family
From the interviews with the teachers and volunteers, it became clear a number of the
students taking part in the Nature Connection program come from homes where they did
not have a positive connection with their parents.
According to the teachers, most of the parents are seldom interested in what is happening
at school. As teachers they struggle to make contact with the parents, or at least develop a
relationship.
From the volunteers the researchers met at the four Nature Connection settings observed,
two were mothers of students in the group and two were foster mothers.
Keeping this in mind, there was evidence that for some students, the program improved
their connection with their parents. These students told their parents about their Nature
Connection experiences and even brought their parents to the nature spaces.
Connection to parents and family evidenced by a teacher:
•

There are kids who say they go home, and they
bring their parents. They show them the cubbies
that they're building and, you know they live in
this area, but they they've never walked through
here. They would never have thought to walk
through the bush, and this has given them a
different perspective.

Connection to parents and family evidenced by students:
•
•
•

I told my parents about us coming out here. My mum said that she likes us coming
out here and that she wants us to start making the bush better instead of messy. To
make room for other people in the world too.
I would really like that [to do Nature Connection again]. But it would be nice if we
could do that with the rest of our family too. So this would be like a family project
thing.
I have told my sister and my brother about this project. I have noticed I now talk
about birds more.

Connection to parents and family evidenced by a facilitator:
•

As we had parents involved it was wonderful to hear how they were now using the
space and what they had learnt about their local area.

Of the parent who completed the parent survey, 85.71% indicated their child talked about
the Nature Connection activities at home (Table 20). These parents also had positive views
of the Nature Connection project (Figure 13). Parents shared the following in the survey to
illustrate the impact of the Nature Connection program on their families:
•
•
•

My son loves the journal. He wanted to go to his spot after school and take his
journal. At home we have looked up the animals and the birds that we saw out here.
He would share what he had done with his 8 siblings.
I love this for them. They have never had this in their schooling before. Weekends
they now want to come down here. My own kids live down here. My other kids are
now starting to ask us to come out here more.
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Table 20:Parent-student communication about Nature Connection

Did your child talk about Nature Connection at home? If yes, what did they tell you
about the project?
Parents
Yes
No
85.71%
14.29%

Parent Views
120%
100%

100%

100%
85.71%

80%

71.43%

60%
40%

28.57%
14.29%

20%
0%

0%

0%

Did the students enjoy
Did your child talk about
Has your child’s
Would you like your child
participating in the Nature Nature Connections at involvement in the Nature to participate in projects
Connections project
Connections project?
home?
like this again in future?
changed your family’s
engagement with nature?
Yes

No

Figure 13: Parent feedback on Nature Connection

6.5. Connection to community spaces
The students’ connection to their specific nature space increased much as the Nature
Connection project progressed. Many students indicated they like coming out to the area
and they notice changes taking place over time (for example, in the natural environment
and regarding the amount of rubbish). The students also had an increased respect for
outdoor spaces and nature. At most of the schools, an increased sense of ownership of the
bush area where the Nature Connection program ran, was reported.
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The researchers observed the students’ connection to the spaces where the Nature
Connection program took place:
•
•
•
•

Picking up rubbish (e.g. at School A as a whole group and at school D involving a girl
with autism and her educational assistant)
Establishing cubbies (e.g. at School D status associated with location of the cubby)
Identifying and relishing a “sit spot” (e.g. a School D student said, “I just chill, and
think about life and how nice it is to be out here.”)
Students’ descriptions of how they begin an outdoor session (e.g. at School D a
student explained, “We start like this every time to discuss what we're doing. And
talk about the bush and safety. This is what we do.”)

Connection to community spaces evidenced by teachers:
•

•
•
•

They don’t see rubbish just as rubbish anymore. They see it as our bushland, and we
need to clean that up now because there are ones (people) now playing in and
working in it. If they see glass, you know, they learned about the glass and the fact
that it can cause fires. And they are like ‘every time I see glass, pick it up! Pick it up!’
They are just seeing things different now that they have that ownership, this is
where we come, it is our area, and we don't want people messing it up.
It is good for them. They walk by the park every week, but never really engaged with
it. Now they are, they're really enjoying it. They are developing an appreciation for
what is in the bush and understanding the purpose of the bush.
The students notice the changes in nature over time.
The students respect this outdoor space.

Connection to community spaces evidenced by a volunteer:
•

The place looks so much cleaner, since we've come over and done things, and over
there, they've made a hide and they've put a little sign. It's for the homeless people
if they need a place.

Connection to community spaces evidenced by a student:
•

I enjoyed outdoor nature because seeing how birds and animals live makes you feel
like nature is your home and seeing plants grow and the wonderful breeze.

Connection to community spaces evidenced by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Education Officer at School A:
•

They are taking ownership and pride of their backyard, which is really important.
They are learning to make a difference and contribute to their local community. For
many of these children, their whole school life they have never been here, even
though it is so close.

Connection to community spaces evidenced by the facilitator:
•

Their comfort in the space is a lot better. It’s their space now. They can really
identify with the space. They took real ownership when we built cubbies. That was
when it became their space.

There was also evidence that students visit other community spaces more regularly.
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7. Teacher professional and pedagogical practice
Teachers enjoyed taking part in the project and reported the Nature Connection Series 2021
program had a positive impact on their professional and pedagogical practices.

7.1. Teacher experience of Nature Connection Series 2021
All teachers indicated they enjoyed participating in the Nature Connection Series 2021.
Most of them (75%) said they grew because of it and learned from the Nature Connection
project. See Figure 14 below.

Teacher personal experiences
120%
100%

100%

100%
75%

80%
40%
0%

75%

50% 50%

60%
20%

75%

25%
0%
I enjoyed
participating in
the Nature
Connections
project.

25%

25%

0%
I was challenged
by the Nature
Connections
project.

I hated the
Nature
Connections
project.
Yes

I grew because of I learnt from the I did not gain
the Nature
Nature
anything from the
Connections
Connections
Nature
project.
project.
Connections
project.
No

Figure 14: Teacher feedback on Nature Connection experience

7.2. Impact of Nature Connection on teacher professional and pedagogical practice
All school leaders, facilitators and teachers involved in the Nature Connection Series 2021
valued the impact of the project on the professional, pedagogical, or creative practice of the
project teachers. See Table 21. Also, all school leaders and most of the teachers thought the
project teachers will continue to use some of the activities, lessons, projects, strategies
and/or approaches they developed or learned during their Nature Connection experience.
See Table 22.

Table 21: Positive impact of Nature Connection on teacher practice

Do you think your participation in Nature Connection had a positive impact on the
professional, pedagogical or creative practice of the project teachers?
School Leaders
100%
Facilitators
100%
Teachers
100%
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Table 22: Perception of continued use of skills developed

Do you think the project teachers will continue to use any of the activities, lessons,
projects, strategies and/or approaches they developed or learnt during their Nature
Connection had experience?
School Leaders
Teachers

100%
75%

The following themes regarding the impact of the Nature Connection Series 2021 program
on professional and pedagogical practice emerged: changed practice or adapted teaching,
follow-up learning, outdoor learning, relinquish control, teamwork organisation, link to
different school subjects, need for outdoor nature-based activity, and teacher confidence
levels.
7.2.1. Changed practice

Teachers gave examples of how the Nature Connection Series 2021 changed their practice
and how in the future they will use the strategies the facilitator used.
•
•
•
•
•

[I will use] the stories and games, journals, maps.
How to be in control, calm and engaging. It was good working alongside her. The
lessons are active, but have structure. Good lesson structure.
I adapted how I teach some classes. I let kids develop inquiry questions. But I had to
learn to relinquish control to the kids to do their own learning. (Allow students to
take responsibility for their learning)
I use the strategy she (facilitator) used to explain direction in class now. Use
compasses to find direction.
The kids have really responded well to [facilitator] and the pedagogical strategies
that she uses: the singing, the rhythm, the quiet time, the calls, the mapping skills,
storytelling, reflection, going over things again, building the team, the random
allocation of groups … It has been an experience and an absolute joy for me to watch
[the connection to teachers and facilitator]. It has been like having PD for me.

Only one teacher said that she will not use the strategies as she will be teaching a different
year group. All the other teachers could see ways to use some of the activities or
approaches in their teaching in future.
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7.2.2. Follow-up learning

Teachers gave examples of how they use the Nature Connection Series 2021 activities for
follow-up learning in their classrooms.
•
•
•

Teachers use the weekly Nature Connection experience to direct next teaching
periods (get the students to do research on their IPads, draw what they saw).
We take it into the classroom and the students research what they see out here. We
had a snake incursion the other day and the students handled it much better than in
the past. They were really interested in what was going on, the snakes and nature.
We did some things out here that carried on into the classroom, like researching
birds and their calls. But I can see that I can use it in a wider context in the
classroom. You can refer to what the kids have done out here, when doing topics like
building in the classroom, I can refer to when you build our cubbies (how did you go
about, what material did you use? Why did you choose it?) We can talk about what
is man-made and natural object. What they do here, can link very well with the
science program. The kids who missed some concepts or did not understood it, can
experience it in a more real-life environment and learn better /again out here.
7.2.3. Outdoor learning

The teachers valued learning outdoors during the Nature Connection Series 2021.
•
•
•
•
•

You can get out of the classroom. There is so much to learn outside the class: Maths,
data collection. Students do not just have to sit quiet and still to learn. I would like
more outdoor lessons.
Being outside, provide a different way of engaging than in the classroom. There is
not so much pressure to teach what have to be taught. Not so goal and curriculum
directed.
This outdoor learning “showed explicitly the importance of engaging students in
their learning. The more adrenaline based the activities were, the more they seemed
to learn.”
The bush is becoming a good teaching tool for us. It has planted a seed for us as
teachers to use nature more in our teaching. I think we are learning to relate to your
neighbourhood, which is really important.
I will bring my class out here next year. It is a nice area, and it is only five minutes
away from school. I can think of many activities to do out here. I would love to do it
regularly, weekly for learning. I can do science out here or literacy. That would be
great.
7.2.4. Relinquish control

The Nature Connection Series 2021 gave the teachers an opportunity to relinquish control.
•
•
•

This allows me to give them some space to explore their own selves while still allow
me to interact with them all.
I get out and let go of the control and can just be part of the group. I enjoy being out
in nature.
Yeah, they go back and quite often on a Tuesday now I will grab the iPads in the
afternoon and say ‘I want you to go and research something that you found
interesting.’ And yeah, the things they came back to me with and say ‘I’ve found this
or this’. One kid drew the tree he the most interesting in all the different seasons.
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•
•

•

And you just think ‘I hadn't asked you to do that’ and off he went and just ‘I wanted
you to see this is what it looks like in all the different seasons and, if we can't find it
again, this is what it will look like’.
The students return to class and research nature related topics on their iPads for the
rest of the day. After another session they all went back and draw trees.
So, we've been here now for eight weeks. He is in the ‘corner silent?’ group and then
he identifies plants. But then he noticed that each week the plants was a little bit
different. And so, we spoke about the fact that you know, trees over different
seasons change and so he decided he was going to look up what it would look like so
that next time he came, he could see what it looked like, and it was amazing because
I hadn't asked him to do that. He's not a student who would not normally go out of
his way to find the sorts of things. He visits his grandpa a lot up north and just
absolutely blossoms out here. He just can spend hours listening to the birds and off
he goes. He is in his own little world. Just leave him there with his tracking. Just let
him show his tracking skills.
There is not so much pressure out here on me or on [the facilitator] to teach what
we have to teach what we need to cover the curriculum. There is more freedom for
the adults and the kids out here. The goals are more focused on social and emotional
learning than curriculum content. But it is still an opportunity to cover some
curriculum topics. It is more adaptable out here. There are no boxes to tick. We have
a lot of pressure on us normally.
7.2.5. Teamwork organisation

The Nature Connection Series 2021 had an impact on how teachers organised teamwork
back at school.
•

Using those random groupings: I would say, “find someone to work with from your
bird group.”
7.2.6. Link Nature Connection experiences to other topics/subjects in class:

The teachers explained how they build on the Nature Connection experiences in their
classrooms and link it to other topics:
•
•
•
•

•

Bringing real-life situations that you can talk about to the classroom. (Shared
experiences.) You can do hands-on activities in the classroom, but out here, the kids
can actually experience it.
I can see how we can take it further. It leads to many possibilities. It also has
Technology and Design possibilities (Cubby building)
I use it as an engaging hands-on learning tool for a range of subjects to increase
student engagement.
This project has shown us how close the park is to our school and how we can use it.
Normally we go to the beach, but now we've learned to discover this space. There
are so many connections to the curriculum I can see for next year. I will definitely
plan this in.
I will be using a lot of the activities next year, to help teach different subjects.
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7.2.7. Need for outdoor nature-based activity

The teachers valued the Nature Connection Series 2021 program and want it to be repeated
at their school. If it does not get repeated, teachers at three of the four schools indicated
they will try to run outdoor activities for their classes in the future themselves:
•
•

If project will not run in future, I would like to replicate it on our school grounds.
It’s made me more confident to organise and prepare for ongoing excursions. It has
triggered my creative side and interest in learning outdoor at a deeper level. The
facilitator has shared lots of great ideas and activities. I’d like to run with this next
year with my Year 4 students.

It was evident for the results of the teacher pre- and post-surveys that the teachers had
already changed their practices and were teaching outdoors more regularly. Figure 15
indicates that while 60% of the teachers hardly ever taught classes outdoors before the
Nature Connection experience, 50% were teaching two to three classes outdoors per week
by the end of the Nature Connection project.

How often does the teacher teach classes outdoors?
70%
60%

60%

50%

50%
40%
30%

25%

25%
20%

20%

20%

10%
0%

0% 0%
Never

0% 0%
Hardly ever

Once per
year

0% 0%
Once per
term
Before

Once per
fortnight

0%

0%

0% 0%

Once every Two to three More than
week
times per three times
week
every week

After

Figure 15: Outdoor classes per week

The facilitators described different teachers’ growth regarding wanting to teach more
regularly outdoors as follows:
•

•

It has felt like the teacher has looked at every minute of this program as valuable PD,
and has put a lot of time into working out how she can run his program for year four
students as a classroom teacher next year. It is wonderful to see a teacher really take
it on.
I think the teacher saw how he could use not just the nature connection space but
any outside space to engage and educate his students.
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7.2.8. Teacher confidence levels

Survey data showed that after completing the Nature Connection Series 2021 program,
teachers felt more confident to teach outdoors, to develop student creative and critical
thinking skills, to develop student collaboration skills, to develop student voice and agency,
to develop student resilience, to teach science, to know the local natural environment, to
use the local environment as a resource for teaching, to develop engaging learning
activities, and to encourage student reflection and meta-cognition (Table 23 and Figure 16).
Leaders and Facilitators thought teachers improved in all areas listed too.
Table 23: Impact of Nature Connection on teacher confidence

Teacher Confidence Levels (average out of 5)
Before
Teaching outdoors
Developing student creative and critical thinking skills
Developing student collaboration skills
Developing student voice and agency
Developing student resilience
Teaching science
Knowing the local natural environment
Using the local environment as a resource for teaching
Developing engaging learning activities
Encouraging student reflection and meta-cognition

After
3.4
3.6
3.6
3.8
3.4
3.2
2.6
2.6
3.6
3.4

4.3
4.8
4.8
4.5
4.3
4.5
4.3
4.5
4.8
4.5

Teacher Confidence Levels (average out of 5)
6
4.8

5

4.8

4.5

4.3
4
3.4

3.6

3.6

4.5

4.3

4.8

4.5

4.3

3.8

3.6

3.4

3.2

3

2.6

4.5

3.4

2.6

2

1

0

Teaching
outdoors

Developing
Developing
Developing
student
student
student voice
creative and collaboration and agency
critical
skills
thinking skills

Developing
student
resilience

Before

Figure 16: Impact of Nature Connections on teacher confidence
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Teaching
science

After

Knowing the Using the local Developing Encouraging
local natural environment
engaging
student
environment as a resource
learning
reflection and
for teaching
activities meta-cognition

7.2.9. Teacher knowledge of nature

Some of the teachers told the researchers they also learned facts they did not know before
the Nature Connection experience. This was confirmed by the survey responses. Table 24
illustrates how teacher knowledge of nature improved during the Nature Connection Series
2021.
Table 24: Teacher knowledge of local birds and local plants (pre- and post-project)

Teacher
knowledge of:

Pre-project

Post-project

Raven, Magpie, Willy Wag Tail

Local birds

Seagulls, kookaburra
pelican, magpie, mud lark, galah,
honey eater, seagull
Kangaroo Paw, Bottlebrush

Local plants
Kangaroo paw, balga, christmas
tree, eucalypt banksia

7.3. Spreading impact wider
Most of the teachers and facilitators (75%) said they
think the Nature Connection project had a wider
impact on the school, other teachers, school leaders,
parents and/or community partners. See Table 25.
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magpie, willywag tail, carnaby,
honey eater, ring neck, galah,
mudlark, wattle bird, crow,
corella, bronze wing dove, blue
wren
Magpie, Ibis, Golden Whistler,
Red tail Cockatoo, Wily wag tail,
kookaburra, Eurasian Coot,
Swamp Hen
Raven, Magpie, Lorikeet, Pink
and Grey Galah, Owls,
Kookaburras, Dove
Kangaroo Paws, Balga, Hakea,
Conostylis, Banksia, Eucalyptus,
Woody Pear, Australian
Christmas Tree
wattle, tuart / maori eucalyptus.
banksia, christmas banksia,
native wisteria, paperbark

Table 25: Perception of wider impact of Nature Connection

Do you think your Nature Connection project had a wider impact on the school, other
teachers, school leaders, parents and/or community partners?
Yes
No
Facilitators
75%
25%
Teachers
75%
25%
One of the facilitators explained the wider impact of the program as follows:
I really hope so. I know that other teachers have talked about the program, and I
have had a chance to talk with other teachers as well. (This is because I am a
teacher at the school on Thursday and Fridays). There were a few very
enthusiastic parents each week, because the deputy made sure that we had the
ratio. I know that Linda is planning to take groups of students out into the space
next year and we have had chats about how the ratio of adults to students is so
important, and how is she going to be able to get enough parent support. I think
that next year when your report comes out evaluating the project and it is
shared with parents, coupled with the videos that are being produced which will
hopefully be available for the principal to share with the school, it will give the
school community the push it needs to support Linda's ideas next year about
taking the classes out and how they really the ratio of adults to kids. to make it
work.
The wider impact of the Nature Connection Series 2021 was also evidenced by teachers:
•
•
•
•

It had an impact on all the adults who also joined in the program.
Students used the things they had learnt or been told and would take parents out
into the environment outside of school to show off what they had found/learned.
Other teachers seemed interested, except when it was raining and freezing/ or
stinking hot. Then I think they were happier to be at school.
This project has shown us how close the park is to our school and how we can use it.
The sports teacher has now put bushwalking onto the school program.

All school leaders who completed the survey indicated the Nature Connection Series 2021
had an impact on their perspectives of education, student learning and teacher
development. See Table 26.

Table 26: Impact of Nature Connection on perspectives of school leaders

Has your school's involvement in Nature Connection had any impact on your
perspectives of education, student learning and/or teacher development?
School Leaders
100% Comment: "Would like to do further outdoor activities."
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8. Key factors for success
The following factors were identified as key to the success of the Nature Connection Series
2021:

8.1. Being outdoors
The fact the Nature Connection Series was an outdoor program, was crucial for the success
of the program. The students enjoyed the freedom and possibilities the outdoors offered. It
also allowed for the students to engage in real world learning as mentioned by one of the
school leaders.

8.2. Choice of Nature Space
The specific Nature Space where the Nature
Connection program was run for each school played an
important role in the success of the program. The
physical space, e.g. vegetation, proximity to school,
ease of access, and shade, all had an impact on the
level of engagement. Having Nature Spaces close to the
school also meant short travel time and low or no
transport cost.
Evidenced by a teacher:
•

The fact that it is outdoors, and this
environment. It is a nice outdoor place with
water and just the right size.

8.3. Physical activities
Different teachers talked about the role physical activities played in the success of the
program:
•
•

The kids get exercise in a fun way, not ‘running around the oval’.
This is a very boy-heavy class and here the whole body is involved in learning and
action.

8.4. Cost to school and students
The Nature Connection Program was provided at no cost to the schools. (“It is free. We did
not pay for it, which is important for the school.”)

8.5. Consistency
The Nature Connection program ran consistently every week, no matter the weather. (“And
it happens rain or shine. We had thunderstorms and 60mm rain one day.”)
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8.6. Flexibility to engage other adults
Parent helpers and class teachers have a role to play in supporting student learning in the
Nature Connection program.

8.7. Responsive to the interests of the group
The program facilitator was responsive to the interest of the students in the group, for
example:
•
•

•

A student suggested adding an extra animal in the nest guarding game they were
playing. Fay’s response: “I love this idea. Adding more animals into our levels for
me.”
Another student told Fay about a caterpillar she discovered on the grass. Fay alerted
other students saying: “I don't want to interrupt because I don’t know if you know,
when a caterpillar turns into a butterfly, it actually, like, becomes mush. It literally
becomes nothing again and then it becomes a butterfly. But you interrupt it, that’s
it, it can’t grow.”
As one class was gathering to start their session attention was drawn to the body of
a dead bird. Rather than ignore it the instructor called the students to stand around
and discuss what they saw. They agreed to gently cover the bird up with sticks and
rocks rather than bury it. Some students who didn’t want to get close or look at the
bird had freedom to stand back.

8.8. Choosing how to evidence learning
The Nature Connection program gave students choice on how to evidence their learning.
The teachers “saw new skills and abilities and that the students were taking in information
and were able to express it differently and more competently than through classroom
tasks”.
Students can express their learning in creative ways and “show how I learn.”
Example from School A:
Giving them a lot of times over here when they're doing their sit spots, it’s a case
of it's your choice of how you can show us what you've learned. So, they've
taken that back in the classroom, you know, they're doing something and ‘Hi
Miss, if I can draw, can I show you what I learned through drawing?’ Absolutely!’
So, they're actually thinking more creative. And this area allowed them to realize
that writing is not the only way to show what you've learned.

8.9. Teacher not always scaffolding
Through the Nature Connection activities, teachers realised they do not always need to take
responsibility for the students’ learning. In the words of one teacher:
It allows me as a teacher to not always be scaffolding points back and go ‘you
know, I'm not always going to be there to keep building you up’. So, I can sort of
talk to them on a different level because it's not within the classroom and we can
have that little bit of fun and they can sort of see that enjoyment side of school.
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8.10.

No pressure of assessment

Students and teachers appreciated the Nature Connection program does not place
emphasis on assessment, as explained by one of the teachers in the program:
Which is just phenomenal, because it is something you can’t replicate in the
classroom. And the kids love it because you know, as much as there's no
assessment for them. There's no pressure on, you know, if you are tired today,
just coming across and enjoy it anyway. It just takes that pressure away of at the
end I'm going to be tested on this, this and this. So, it's teaching them those life
skills that are really hard to teach in a classroom. But it's taking away that
pressure of you're going to get assessed on this. You're going to be questioned
on that. If you're not paying attention, you're going to, you know.
The facilitator of another group concurred with this by saying, “The magic of the program is
the flexibility. We don’t have to race to fit everything in. We only plan 50% of the time so
that we can look at the bird that we find. That’s what the program is about.”

9. Challenges
Although most students, teachers and
volunteers enjoyed the Nature Connection
program, some challenges were
experienced.
Challenges listed by one teacher included
duty of care, behaviour, school buy-in,
composite classes, and physical space
limitations, e.g. lack of water.
Teachers and volunteers mentioned
‘having more parents involved’ would
help, but schools had difficulty to get
parents involved. A teacher explained,
“The other kids are jealous of the kids
whose mums are helping. Our parents do
not normally communicate with teachers.”
A volunteer at another school said, “I think it would be great if they could have a few
parents involved as well.”
One teacher said, it would be better if the program ran in Term 1 and not Term 4, because
then she “could have used more of what they learned out here, in my classroom”.
Three issues were mentioned by students, namely not having all their classmates involved in
the Nature Connection program (one school selected students from two classes to be
involved), traveling by bus to the nature space, and the size of the nature space.
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Challenges evidenced by students:
•
•

The Eagle game is boring, like hide-and-seek. It takes too long. (The area is too big; it
takes too long to find everyone.)
When we have to leave on the bus and go back to the school to do work. My friends
are not in this group. Kids play well while out here, but not on the bus.

A teacher at School B also mentioned the size of the nature space was a challenge at the
start of the Nature Connection program, but explained how his perception changed with
time. He explained it as follows:
The most difficult part for me was letting go of control and allow them to be
noisy. I found it difficult to keep them focussed in this big area, and get them to
be where they need to be when they need to be there. (But it is also good that
we are here near to the school, especially when it rained and we needed
ponchos. The principal went and buy for each student.) But the kids learned the
process and are much better now. They code-switched and refocused. They are
now trained to be here.
For the teacher at School A, having a large nature space, was positive. She explained:
I have absolutely loved it. These are really hands on kids. They're sort of a lot less
academic base, and they learn through getting out and actually being out of
doors. And I only normally have 32 in a classroom; so, it's a lot of kids in one
classroom. So, this allows me to give them some space to explore their own
selves while still allow me to interact with them all. So yeah, I've absolutely
loved, loved the experience and this large bush space.
The teacher from School D plans to implement a similar program at her school, but with the
following changes:
•

•
•
•
•

I will do it at school, building structures with them. At our school we have really
embraced play-based learning and have a natural area and nature play and that sort
of thing. And the kids have sticks in there, but they do not really build something out
there.
At school I would probably do something leading into it. Perhaps something like
‘you’re a scientist’ and talk about it at school before coming out here.
Bushwalking - This is a really good program to do in the sporting time. I would
change it and make it part of our curriculum.
When I run the program at school, I will concentrate on topic in the Year 4
curriculum, mainly sustainability and caring for the environment.
And I will include values like show kindness and say thank you and please. And use
your manners, and not break the trees, and pick up rubbish.”

One of the Nature Connection groups that the research team visited, consisted of students
from two different classes. It was found the composite class had limited opportunities for
teachers to follow up in the classroom. The teachers who had whole class involvement
reported ways in which follow up did take place. For example, the teacher at School D said
weekly journaling enabled her to “piggy back” on what the students had learned in the
previous Nature Connection session. This was not possible for the composite class. Teacher
co-ownership with their class is important, and rather difficult for composite classes.
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10. Conclusion
The Nature Connection project gave students, teachers and school communities who would
not normally access such programs an opportunity to learn in, about, and through nature.
The practical, hands-on, challenging, and fun activities:
•
•
•

engaged the children,
enhanced their appreciation for nature,
improved their personal capabilities (including resilience, curiosity and confidence),

Importantly it also connected them more deeply to their peers, their teachers, their local
communities, to nature, and to themselves.
We believe this is an opportunity that every child deserves; it should not depend on your
postcode.
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Appendix A: Change in Student Attitudes and Capabilities

Percentage points change from before to after

23.70%
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9.50%
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I look
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school.
person.
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Figure 17: Change in student attitudes and capabilities
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